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Lifehack Purpose is a powerful tool that helps you achieve goals in different aspects of life. By subscribing to the target(s), you will get a customized article (for tips to advance yourself) every day. The above email inbox is the only platform to access your target articles. And most of the time, your mailbox is bombarded with fellow requests and lots of meaningful promotional content. You may not be able to
catch all lifehack goal emails that we sent you. Today, we're excited to introduce For You, a new section on Lifehack that lets you catch up with the latest articles about your goal(s). You don't have to worry about missing articles that you are advised to read anymore. When you sign up for Lifehack, you are expected to see this section at the top of the website. With For You, you can check all your
subscribed goals and corresponding articles. This will definitely make your daily reading easier. Now, just learn and grow by reading your goal articles without further attention. To enjoy this exclusive feature, sign up for our goals here. You can access the section for you immediately after a simple registration process. Love the interpretive numbers at the beginning so You Think You Can Dance. It's vague,
like the opening in Living Color, when Fly Girls used to make a small number that got the party started. Back then there was a promise comedy to follow. Dance, there's a comedy of another kind: People are getting rejected. Last night's results show a recapped pair of performances - and judge Mary screams. Sabra and Dominica performed a disco ballroom routine – even though their specialties are
contemporary and break-dancing, respectively. Sabra was lifted on Dominic's shoulder, where he turned around like a record. And he lifted her over his head, as if she weighed five pounds. That once elevator alone had Patrick Swayze and Baby all summer camp do, cheered Nigel. But Judge Dan was unimpressed. That was right, he sniffed. The only way had he tossed her around like a hackey bag
would this guy have given them a second thought. Yikes. Lacey, sister of Benji, who won last season (seriously, they breed these dancers like heirloom tomatoes), was safely winding up the round. Ashlee and Ricky don't charge as well. Both modern dancers, the couple try out the Argentine tango. It was about as sexy as bricks. The judges were n't too sure, said Ashlee after hearing the criticism. In fact,
they were really, really sure, said Ricky. Nigel blamed him for body types: Ashlee is a little taller than Ricky, and it looked awkward. And Ricky has admitted he's weird. It was bound to exclude America. Benji, the last show winner, came back to brag a bit about his Christina Aguilera video, and make an awkward joke with host Cat about her grabbing his butt. He was wearing red globes and fancy dancy
shoes and yet, Cat acted shocked he said yes when she asked him to perform. Good actress, One. Poor Ricky and Ashlee hit the road. The good stuff is good going on for Starter Wife to usa. Joan is back from rehab, Cricket has returned from the brink of having suffered damage to her attack of heartache and Rodney's there as usual because your gay best friend never gives up on you, ever. Sam, who
lives homeless, lives in the woods, and people suspect he's killed Lou. And Molly's loser ex-husband Kenny proposes to Shoshanna, his age, a little famous new girlfriend. Mostly, it's just really great to see Debra Messing (as Molly, a recent split hero) on TV again. The piece twists, well, they're just icing on the cake. - Amy DiLuna Starter Wife: Love a book or movie better? Discuss it in the comments! This
content is created and maintained by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their e-mail addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content and piano.io are you looking for a gift for someone who loves to dance? Whether the dancer is a professional or a beginner, the gift associated with the dance is always the winner. This gift guide will help you find the perfect
gift for your favorite dancer. Whether you're shopping for Christmas or another special occasion, these gifts will surely give whirls and swirls smiles. Cold weather causes some problems for dancers who usually wear a little more than a leotard and a pair of tights. When we become chilled, our muscles tighten to help our bodies warm up. The dancer must properly warm up her muscles before dancing to
avoid injury. The key to keeping your body warm and ready for dancing is layering. Your dancer will appreciate the following items to keep his or her body warm: Leg warmers: Similar to jumpers for feet, foot heaters have coverings worn on their feet to keep them warm. Look for foot heaters in fun colors and at different lengths. Hand warmers: While some dancers wear foot warmers on hand, some hand
warmers are made with built-in gloves to warm up their fingers. Shrug: Without looking for fashion, shrugs are great for warming up the upper body. Shrugs are short sweaters with short or long sleeves. Sweat suits: Cute sweat suit is a must for dancers who live in colder climates. Matching trousers and jackets look stylish and are easily slipped over the leotard. Jasmin Merdan/Getty Images Most dancers
suffer from tired, achy feet on a regular basis. It's easy to put together a Pamper Your Feet set. Bundles some of such items in a small basket and tie a bow to the handle. Foot bath: Luxurious soak in a warm leg bath/foot spa helps relieve pain and pain. Look for the foot in the bath with massage gel pads and heat control. Foot towel: Pick out a pretty towel for drying your feet after an exhilarating soak. A
large hand towel or a small bath towel is the perfect size. Go a step further and have it's monogram for a personalized gift dancer. Epsom salts: legs Epsom salts soothe soothe removes odors and softens rough skin. Pumable stone: pumable stone helps to smooth out the rough spots on the legs, and reduces the corns and calluses. Grooming kit: A must-have item for each pointe ballet dancer is a small
grooming kit that includes a pair of clippers for toenails and a file. Maria Panayiotou/Flickr/CC BY-ND 2.0 Whether she performs or training, dance jewelry can add a touch of sparkle to any dancer. Look for simple rhinestone earrings, bracelets, trinkets and pins. Many online dance clothing companies offer silver trinkets for ballet, tap, jazz and other styles. Trinkets can be worn on chains or bracelets or hung
on dance bags. Jose Luis Pelaez Inc./Getty Images Dance movies are fun to watch and can be a source of inspiration for dancers. The following dance films would make great additions to the dancer's DVD collection: Center StageStep UpShall We DanceDance With MeSave Last DanceDirty DancingMad Hot BallroomSaturday Night Fever Housing Works Save Shops/Flickr/CC BY-SA 2.0 Even if your
dancer is not an avid reader, he or she will appreciate the gift of some good books to learn more about dance styles, dance history and dance theory. Check out your local bookstore for quality books of various dance genres, including ballet, jazz, tap and contemporary. From technical ballet dictionaries and picture book biographies of famous choreographers, dancers of all ages will be thrilled with the
opportunity to broaden their horizons with a large dance book. Just for fun, throw a cute dance themed bookmark between the pages. By Loyd Case on March 12, 2007 at 6:08 pm This site can earn affiliate commissions from links on this site. Terms of Use. Thank you all. I received 837 entries in Win Loyd's Old PC contest. By the end of the year, the overall quality of records was significantly better than
early records. I wish I had enough tools to ship computers to the top twenty or so records, all of which were creative. But unfortunately, I have only one system to give way this time. The choice was tough, too. I received several entries from teachers at all grade levels (including adult education) looking for tools to facilitate technology teaching and computer topics. They must have been worthy. I also
received entries from non-profit groups seeking more pc power for their various causes. Parents wrote to me looking for a system for their children. Others wrote to me with eloquent requests from the system to my parents or grandparents. I received entries from people who want to improve their spouse system. One entry came from someone who wrote me refuse entry from her husband because she
didn't want her spouse's gaming addiction to deteriorate. I'm still not sure if it was supposed to change psychology. Eventually, the winning record caught my eye because of his plan to bring my old system to good use. So here's the winning entry, with no further ado. I deserve to win my old computer because I put used as a service internet community community society as a whole. It's a grandeur, so let
me explain. I've created a (completely non-profit, research-oriented) website called GCensus. Its raison d'etre is a free way to view U.S. census (and other geographic) data using GoogleEarth. The maps it produces are very beautiful in my opinion, but this is not an essential aspect here. Saving these databases (I currently have a partial copy of the US Census 2000 up, and wants to add other information
such as voting databases) online is very disk intensive, andpastas cards are not trivial either. The site has been attracting interest recently from exactly the kindpeople for whom I think it would be great. For example, I am currently incollesa with a teacher in Pennsylvania to use gCensus + GoogleEarth to introduce mapping and geography to high school students. This type of project has real potential to help
educators who may not have access to expensive professional GIS packages. This project also has great potential to help society as a whole and to ensure greater transparency for the government. If you've ever tried to generate a data card on the Census Department's website, you'll haveseen that their interface is pretty clunky, and the resulting maps don't look very good. As a way, professional
demographers use software such as ArcGIS to view this data. I think an easy-to-use call for public registers to be considered – population numbers, voting records, gerrymandered precincts, environmental data, etc.– would be a great way for the public to gain a better understanding of the local area and gain insight into government activities. In the meantime, I'm running this site on my desktop, out of my
dorm room, butto expand it I need more hardware. Dual 400GB drives for your oldmachine would be a great way to start building from the available data ongCensus – I estimate that the final room requirements, just to holdCensus 2000 Summary File 1, will be on order 750GB to 1TB. Disgusting, I'm running right now for only 40GB on the database. Dual-core CPU and expansive memory allow me to scale
the site outas the word spreads. And that 1.44GB floppy disk drive mentioned therules would totally make me envy my friends ;). Overall, by choosing me as the winner of your old computer, you would be promoting a currently unfunded research effort that jaurhowing the promise of high school level and promising the public better access to public data. I certainly gratefully recognized myself and Ziff-Davis
for the project.-Imran Haque //gecensus.stanford.eduIt looks like my system will be put on excellent use of the Imran project. In fact, Imran contributed a more detailed article about his GCensus project here at ExtremeTech.Again, thanks to everyone who wrote the essay. Many of you wrote witty, creative, and funny stuff. Some essays were clearly from people working outside comfort zone, but was still
sizable and moving. It speaks caliber from ExtremeTech readers. I'm humbled by all this. This week at ExtremeTechWe've got our GDC wrapup for your reading pleasure. The Game Developer conference was interesting, as always, but it may be that a comprehensive conference on game development can be a thing of the past, simply because of the diverse nature of today's gaming culture. Meanwhile,
Jason Cross is going back and forth with AMD's Phil Rogers, who heads up software development for AMD's ATI graphics division. If you want to know why ATI's Vista drivers behave the way they do, check out tomorrow's interview. Don't forget our weekly podcast where we talk about what we saw and heard at GDC last week. And head DL.TV to see what's going on in the world of tech. Related Articles:
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